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The uptick in super-prime sales activity 
reverses the slowdown in the previous 
quarter and reflects to a more confident 
global economic outlook at the end of  
2023, as expectations for interest rate  
cuts in 2024 grew stronger.

The largest market in Q4 was Dubai 
(108 sales), followed by London and New 
York (with 52 each). Hong Kong volumes 
dipped to 15 sales, pushing it out of 
the top five markets for the first time. 
Sydney and Geneva ranked fourth and 
fifth, respectively, with strong activity 
throughout the quarter.

 Although super-prime sales rose in the 
fourth quarter, pushing 2023’s total sales 
ahead of 2022, they were still 22% lower 

than the levels reached in 2021. However, 
the total was still significantly higher than 
the pre-pandemic level seen in 2019.

 The recently released Wealth Report 
2024 noted that global wealth creation 
turned positive in 2023, with a 4.2% 
increase in the world’s Ultra-High-Net-
Worth-Individual (UHNWI) population. 
This growth was driven by changing 
expectations around interest rates and 
supported by the US economy and a  
strong recovery in equity markets.

 Annualized US$10m+ sales have risen 
over recent quarters despite the impact of 
soaring interest rates on global housing 
markets. The 1,782 sales in the 12 months  
to the end of December 2023 represented 
an increase of 1% compared to full-year 
2022, but a 22% decrease from the peak of 
2,291 sales in full-year 2021.

 The total value of super-prime sales 
reached US$31.9 billion in the year ending 
December 2023. While this was a 22% 
decrease from the US$40.7 billion peak 
during the 2021 pandemic property boom, 
it was still substantially higher than the 
pre-pandemic level in 2019.

 
LOCAL MARKET ACTIVITY
Dubai’s market continues to deliver strong 
sales volumes in the super-prime market. 
Significant price growth over the past two 
years has seen luxury prices increase by 
well over 100%, shifting many properties 
from the prime to the super-prime 
segment. Demand now extends beyond 

Global super-prime (US$10m+) residential sales rose 11% 
in Q4 2023 on a year-on-year basis. There were 411 sales 
across the 12 markets covered in the three months to 
December compared to 370 in the same period in 2022.

Super-prime sales turn up

“ 2023 was a pivotal year for global 
super-prime markets, while rates 
continued to climb in the first 
half of the year, wealth creation 
rebounded as asset prices surged 
on the back of the AI -fuelled 
equity boom, which was then 
supported in the final quarter 
by expectations of lower rates. 
2024 is likely to be defined by the 
eventual pivot to lower debt costs 
which will boost activity in key 
global super-prime markets.”

Liam Bailey, Knight Frank’s Global Head of Research

waterfront properties to inland villas 
confirming a widening of the market.

Despite a challenging economic 
backdrop London has for the second 
quarter retained the second spot in our list, 
albeit sharing the position with New York. 
Super-prime sales in the city stumbled 
at the beginning of 2023 – following the 
infamous “mini-budget” fiscal event that 
spooked lending markets and led to a more 
challenging sales environment.

Geneva’s positive performance 
reflects an uptick in Switzerland’s wealth 
landscape. According to Knight Frank’s 
Wealth Report 2024, Switzerland’s  
UHNWI population grew by 5.2% in  
2023, the fifth strongest globally and  
the highest in Europe.

In Australia, the luxury real estate 
market is gaining momentum due to 
a combination of strengthening buyer 
sentiment and shift in outlook around 
interest rates. Wealth creation in Australia 
is also supporting the market – with a 
notable rise in cash transactions, which 
now represent over half of all prime 
property sales in Sydney.

New York saw an increase in sales 
volumes in Q4 in part due to the launch 
of new luxury developments, pointing 
to confidence in the market. Conversely, 
Miami is facing a shortage of super-prime 
properties, limiting sales despite high 
demand. Los Angeles, however, continues 
to see relatively healthy sales volumes, 
despite some uncertainty for buyers from 
the state’s mansion tax.

Singapore’s super-prime market 
continues to grapple with more stringent 
purchase taxes, escalating to 60% for 
foreign buyers. Hong Kong’s weak Q4 in the 
super-prime market was reflected in the 
wider residential sales market – prompting 
the authorities to make substantial changes 
to property taxes in February this year.
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knightfrank.com/research2023 Edition Knight Frank’s annual review of market trends in the global branded 
residences sector

Global Branded 
Residences 
Report 

This year’s Global Branded Residences Report confirms 
a market enjoying sustained growth despite significant 
recent economic turmoil. Liam Bailey, Knight Frank’s 
global head of research, argues that while the sector 
will face growing challenges as it matures, substantial 
opportunities will remain for developers and operators

Our approach 
To assess the health of the market we have set out the key macro themes impacting 
demand for luxury residences – including wealth, travel, and property trends. We 
then provide a review of the global branded residence pipeline, looking at areas for 
future growth, both by geography and market type. Finally, we have taken soundings 
from the industry with a range of expert interviews and case studies which provide 
qualitative insights to inform our analysis.

Wealth creation will support the sector 
The global population of ultra-high-net-worth individuals (UHNWIs) declined by 
3.8% in 2022 due to sharply higher interest rates and more challenging geopolitical 
conditions. However, more positive long-term trends mean that the population of 
UHNWIs is projected to rise by 28.5% between 2022 and 2027. The US and China 
will contribute significantly to wealth creation, but other countries such as Canada, 
Australia, India, Germany, and the UK will also see substantial growth in the number 
of UHNWIs. At a regional level, growth will be led by Australasia, Asia, and the 
Middle East.

Travel volumes are set to recover 
Hotel stays, a proxy for travel, dropped significantly during the Covid-19 pandemic 
but have been recovering steadily. Flight data highlights some regional differences, 
with Asia experiencing the slowest progress. However, global travel is forecast to 
exceed pre-pandemic levels by 2027, with significant growth in Africa, the Middle 
East and Asia. Asia dominates in terms of expected future growth, but Europe and 
North America also offer opportunities with increased mobility.

Property in demand 
Future demand for second homes, including branded residences, is expected to be 
driven by rising affluence, increased mobility, and the desire of wealthy investors 
to expand their residential property portfolios. The pandemic boosted residential 
property demand from UHNWIs, with around 17% purchasing homes in 2022. 

LIAM BAILEY,  
GLOBAL HEAD OF RESEARCH

“ Our assessment of the 
luxury branded residence 
market covers 324 schemes 
comprising over 26,000 
residential units across  
52 countries.”

knightfrank.com/research

Global luxury house prices tick higher 

2023 Q3 The Prime Global Cities Index (PGCI) is a valuation-based index, 
tracking the movement of prime residential prices across 46 cities 
worldwide using data from our global research network. The index 
tracks nominal prices in local currency.

Prime Global 
Cities Index

Average annual prices rose 2.1% across the 46 markets 
covered by the Knight Frank Prime Global Cities Index in 
the 12-month period to September. This is the strongest 
growth rate recorded since Q3 2022 and reflects 67% of 
cities seeing growth on an annual basis.

average quarterly growth in prices across 
our 46 city basket

2.1% 

cities seeing price falls over the past three 
months, down from 14 in Q2

11

of cities seeing positive quarterly  
price growth

63%

number one for annual price growth, 
overtaking Dubai

Manila 

of the weakest markets for annual growth 
saw positive quarterly growth 

All 5 

Average price growth in prime global 
city markets ticked up in Q3 2023. The 
average growth rate of 2.1% for the 
12-month period to September was up 
from the 1.6% recorded in Q2, and the 
recent low of 0.2% seen in Q1.

The recovery in annual pricing 
confirms that global housing markets 
are displaying signs of stabilisation, 
despite sharply higher mortgage 
rates. However, while 67% of markets 
saw prices rise over the year, only 
63% saw an increase over the quarter, 
indicating lingering uncertainty, 
primarily due to the potential for 
further interest rate hikes.

Ongoing uncertainty over inflation 
and interest rate risks continues 
to weigh on all levels of the global 
housing market, including the luxury 
segment, and is likely to limit price 
growth in the medium term.

City Focus
Despite a modest 2.1% price increase 
this quarter, Manila claimed the 
top spot in our ranking with a 21.2% 
annual rise in prices. Manila’s 
performance is attributed to strong 
domestic and foreign investments.

Dubai, with 15.9% annual growth, 
has moved into second position in our 

ranking due to a slowing in quarterly 
growth from 11.6% in Q2 to 0.7% in Q3. 
Shanghai secures the third spot with 
10.4% annual growth in our rankings.

In Q2, Stockholm’s property 
market saw strong quarterly and 
annual growth. However, this trend 
faces challenges in the quarterly 
data, showing a sharp 7.7% decline in 
property prices. Similarly, Tokyo soared 
to second place in the rankings last 
quarter, with substantial annual and 
quarterly growth, but it has now fallen 
to 29th place, with prices declining by 
12% quarterly.

In the Asia-Pacific region, Seoul’s 
annual growth significantly improved, 
moving the city from 39th place in 
Q2 to 7th place this quarter in our 
ranking. As anticipated, The Bank 
of Korea maintained its 3.5% base 
interest rate in October, which boosted 
market demand. Singapore’s market 
has started to experience annual price 
declines, attributed to the impact of 
higher stamp duties on foreign buyers. 
Meanwhile, Hong Kong continues to 
see declining prices, with a 0.6%  
drop in the quarter leading to a 1.7% 
annual decrease.

Australian markets all manage to 
deliver positive annual growth, buoyed 

by strong demand and low supply, but 
negative quarterly movements in Perth 
and Melbourne point to limits to growth 
in the current cycle.

The United States dominates the 
lower rankings of the index, with San 
Francisco experiencing a 9.7% annual 
price decrease and New York a fall of 4%. 
The trend for wealthy investors to target 
Florida continues, benefitting the Miami 
market, where demand has driven a 0.9% 
annual price increase.
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Wealth 
Populations The global UHNWI population 

contracted by 3.8% in 2022 after a record 
climb in 2021

-3.8%

The Middle East was a regional  
stand out with 16.9% UHNWI growth, 
buoyed by the UAE and Saudi Arabia 
who saw stellar economic and property 
market performance

16.9% 

Three of the top 10 fastest growth spots 
were in Asia, with Malaysia, Indonesia, 
and Singapore seeing their wealthy 
populations expand by 7-9%, this comes 
despite the wider region experiencing a 
6.5% decline

3

Over the next five years we forecast that 
the global UHNWI population will  
expand by 28.5% to almost three-quarters 
of a million from 579,625 in 2022. 

744,000 

The level of net wealth required to join 
to be among the top 1% of population  
in Monaco

US$12.4m 

The story at the heart of The Wealth 
Report 2023, released in March, was 
that of the legacy of the pandemic and 
the reverberations from the surge in 
interest rates.  

The strong economic rebound in 
2021 and then reversal in 2022 was 
echoed by the global ultra-high-net-
worth individual (UHNWI) population, 
which fell by 3.8% after a record 
breaking 9.3% growth in 2021. 

In our recent report we detailed 
how the total wealth held by UHNWIs 
in 2022 fell by 10% due in large part 
to two-fifths of portfolios being held 
in equities and bonds, which saw the 
traditional portfolio of 60/40 put in 
the worst performance since the 1930s 
in the US. On the flip side, supporting 
growth, we revealed how property was 
a bright spot with prices in 100 prime 

residential markets globally growing 
by an average 5.2% in 2022 and luxury 
investment assets saw an inflation 
busting 16% growth.

However, the dip is just that.  
Taking the longer view, the global 
UHNWI population grew by 44% in the 
five years to 2022. While we forecast 
that this will slow to 28.5% over the 
next five years, the recent dip will 
prove short lived as we adapt to a new 
economic environment.

“ Property was a bright spot with 
prices in 100 prime residential 
markets globally growing by an 
average 5.2% in 2022.”

KEY TAKEAWAYS

The global population of UHNWIs fell by 3.8% in 2022 
with the rapid departure from an era of ultra-loose 
interest rates and relatively benign geopolitics

The Wealth Report Series
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We like questions, if you’ve got one about our research, or would like some property advice, 
we would love to hear from you.

Keep up to speed with global property markets with 
our range of dedicated sector newsletters SIGN UP ONLINE

Source: Knight Frank Research
NB: the above tables record publicly available information on US$10m+ sales in key global markets, exchange rates are calculated at the date of sale.

US$10m+ quarterly residential sales 
Number

Annualised dataQuarterly data

US$10m+ annualised residential sales 
Number

US$10m+ quarterly residential sales 
Aggregate value (US$ millions)

US$10m+ annualised residential sales 
Aggregate value (US$ millions)

City Full year 
2019

Full year 
2020

Full year 
2021

Full year 
2022

Full year 
2023

Dubai  22 22 93 219 384

Geneva 19 33 53 69 112

Hong Kong 212 175 247 131 163

London  157  157  242  254 240

Los Angeles  123  155  321  234 161

Miami  41  84  240  149 106

New York 224  120  441  244 211

Orange County 40  44  115  90 72

Palm Beach 50  88  151  113 84

Paris 19  3  15  35 25

Singapore 71  79  255  125 111

Sydney 31  45  118  108 113

All  1,009  1,005  2,291  1,771 1,782

City Full year 
2019

Full year 
2020

Full year 
2021

Full year 
2022

Full year 
2023

Dubai  297  287  1,318  3,842 6,708

Geneva  349  691  996  1,510 3,143

Hong Kong  4,199  3,226  5,162  2,920 2,864

London  2,916  2,980  4,193  4,787 4,309

Los Angeles  2,519  2,560  5,364  4,451 2,781

Miami  659  1,377  4,033  2,687 1,967

New York  3,942  2,152  8,087  4,494 3,615

Orange County  629  646  1,820  1,383 1,178

Palm Beach  1,070  1,656  3,037  2,019 1,333

Paris  345  135  301  641 500

Singapore  1,227  1,353  4,553  2,181 1,554

Sydney  442  715  1,810  1,738 1,932

All  18,594  17,778  40,674  32,653 31,883

City 2022 Q4 2023 Q1 2023 Q2 2023 Q3 2023 Q4

Dubai 75 92 95 89 108

Geneva 15 31 23 20 38

Hong Kong 30 67 42 39 15

London 63 53 64 71 52

Los Angeles 51 53 41 36 31

Miami 24 29 35 26 16

New York 37 58 67 34 52

Orange County 9 12 22 14 14

Palm Beach 14 39 22 12 11

Paris 7 4 11 7 3

Singapore 23 37 37 18 19

Sydney 22 16 34 21 42

All 370 491 493 387 411

City 2022 Q4 2023 Q1 2023 Q2 2023 Q3 2023 Q4

Dubai 1,397 1,725 1,582 1,592 1,810

Geneva 294 925 625 534 1,060

Hong Kong 780 989 834 748 294

London 1,414 933 1,034 1,226 1,116

Los Angeles 941 884 803 591 503

Miami 425 473 642 519 333

New York 708 942 1,142 620 911

Orange County 140 211 356 207 404

Palm Beach 313 617 368 183 164

Paris 125 53 248 115 83

Singapore 409 603 487 188 276

Sydney 443 260 686 354 632

All 7,389 8,615 8,807 6,877 7,585

Global Super-Prime Intelligence  
Data Digest – 2023 Q4 edition
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